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Introduction

In June 2004 the New York Times published a feature on South Asian performers
making their mark on the city’s cultural scene. Among turntablists, stand-up comics,
electronic musicians and other popular entertainers, jazz musicians were prominently – if
anomalously – represented. The first years of the twenty-first century have seen an
explosion of interest in Indian culture and its diaspora in North America and the United
Kingdom. The trend is manifest in fashion and cinema, and especially prominent in
literature. From the current visibility of South Asian-American jazz musicians in
DownBeat, Time Out New York, and The Village Voice, jazz would seem to be a viable
site for a vigorous and highly visible articulation of South Asian diasporic identity. New
York City, long an important site to the Indian diaspora in the United States, and the
acknowledged international centre of jazz, has recently seen the premiere of a number of
projects led by highly visible South Asian American bandleaders, among them guitarist
Rez Abassi, pianist Vijay Iyer, saxophonist Rudresh Mahanthappa, and drummers Sunny
Jain and Ravish Momin. These artists deploy elements of Indian classical, folk and
popular music in the context of contemporary jazz. Band names, song titles, aesthetic
conception, and the contexts of production and reception make explicit their concern with
the representation of ethnic identity. Quoted in the New York Times, Vijay Iyer said: “It’s
very trendy right now to be associated with all things South Asian. I don’t know how
long that’s going to last. But I can’t escape it; this is what I am. And I’m going to be with
this forever.”1

If the New York Times’ discovery of Indian music rings any
familiar—exotic—bells, it is because the West had been discovering and re-discovering
Indian music for over three hundred years. In his analysis of the reception of Indian
music from colonialism to the present, Gerry Farrell wrote: “No other oriental culture has
had as much influence on the West as that of India, whether in the realms of academia or
the romantic imagination.”2  Through the well-known persons of Ravi Shankar and
George Harrison, Indian music played a brief starring role in western popular music in
the mid-1960s, which continues to resonate today. Jazz’s connection to Indian music,
however, displays deeper, continuous, and arguably more complex roots. Saxophonist
John Coltrane’s engagement with Indian music serves for many as an enduring icon of
spirituality and universality in jazz. Prominent jazz-rock fusion bands led by Miles Davis
and John McLaughlin in the 1970s featured tabla and sitar alongside electric guitar and
saxophones. Following Coltrane’s early example, a number of jazz musicians – including
such noted performers as Charlie Mariano, Steve Coleman, Jamey Haddad, Myra
Melford, Don Cherry, Sonny Rollins, John McLaughlin, Don Ellis, David Liebman and
James Newton – have traveled to India to study music and collaborate with Indian
musicians. Jazz, in other words, is predisposed to ascribe a special depth of meaning to
Indian music. In the South Asian diasporic arts scene, Indianness and jazz can connect in
post-modern and post-colonial multiplicity.

                                                  
1 Jon Pareles, “Critic’s Notebook; India Resounding in New York,” New York Times 25
June 2004, 28 June 2006 <http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html>.
2 Gerry Farrell, Indian Music and the West (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997) 2.
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The ever-changing manifestations of Indian music in Western culture – from
nineteenth century parlor songs to twentieth century popular music to twenty-first century
bhanghra dance parties – reflect ongoing shifts in the configurations of power
relationships between India and the West. In the twenty-first century, India’s influence on
Western culture has been compounded by globalization, and new configurations of power
and identity brought about by the increased movement of peoples, India’s growing
economic power, and the maturation of successive generations of the Indian Diaspora. In
the story of Indian music and the West, we can read not only how the technical or
aesthetic features of Indian music were received by Western music, and not only how
Western musicians have variously reshaped Indian music for their own purposes, but also
the unique and enduring influence of Indian culture on the West. Recent scholarship
examines the story of Indian music and the West from the opposite direction, examining
how Western influence has been received and reshaped in Indian music, both in India3

and its Western diaspora.4  Karnatak music, the “classical” music of South India, is of
particular interest in this project because of the politics of its re-formation in the last
decades of colonial rule, into a canon patterned on that of Western classical music. Jazz,
itself the subject of an intensive neo-classical campaign in the last decades of the
twentieth century, owns a particular intercultural transparency and a legacy of resistance.
Considered separately and together, the stories of jazz and Karnatak music tell us much
about the postcolonial politics of music and culture in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries.

The relationship of jazz and Karnatak music presents several possibilities for new
readings of the zone of contact between India and the West. Both jazz and Karnatak
music have undergone comparatively recent “revivals” – Karnatak music in the first
decades of the twentieth century, and jazz in the last – that have re-positioned them as
conservative “classical” musics and symbols of nostalgic, national identities. In the story
of how such heterogenous, geographically diverse musical traditions were manoeuvred
into singular metropolitan canons, we can read the shifts in the internal politics and
international positions of India and the United States in the modern and post-modern eras.
Both jazz and Karnatak music have been historically marginalized in their countries of
origin: jazz, by its “low other” status relative to to the European classical music
institutions erected as expressions of America’s emerging imperial power, while
Karnatak music has been shadowed by the Hindustani music of India’s northern centres
of power. In the movement towards Independence, a re-historicized Karnatak music
gained authority as an authentically Indian music, free from the taint of Muslim
influence. In the past decade, South Indian cities have come to play a central role in
India’s economic ascent: accordingly, Karnatak music, as a symbol of an empowered
South India, is gaining increasing prominence at home and abroad. Finally, in the
twentieth century, both jazz and Karnatak music underwent significant changes in
patronage, changing the conception of their status as “art” musics has carried significant

                                                  
3 Amanda Weidman, Singing the Classical, Voicing the Modern: The Postcolonial
Politics of Music in South India (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006).
4 Sandhya Shukla, India Abroad: Diasporic Cultures of Postwar America and England
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003).
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implications for the status of performers.

Over the past 40 years, the zone of contact between Indian music and the West
has expanded considerably through transculturalism, both in the realm of diaspora and
through the development of a ”world music” industry. This expansion poses serious
challenges to a contemporary ethnography of “Indian music and the West.” A growing
middle class in India, and the maturation of the South Asian diaspora have broadened the
means by which Indianness can connect with Westernness, and vice versa. The Indian
diaspora introduces new means by which a myriad of Indian identities are constructed,
and in which they come into contact with the West. The diffuse geographic character of
the Indian diaspora poses further challenges. Increased social mobility within India has
resulted in the diversification of Indian populations in the diaspora: it is no longer
possible to speak of a singular Indian diasporic identity. The impact of change and
cultural transformation in the Diaspora’s “second generation” (itself a problematic term)
highlights the important implications of generational difference in defining the diasporic
experience.5 In short, the Indian diaspora marks the formulation of “India and the West”
as vague at best, and essentialist at worst: it is precisely these complications that makes
Indian diasporic communities a vital consideration in this project.

Since the 1980s, the “world music” industry has introduced an unprecedented
degree of dissemination and popular awareness of Indian music. Along with this
movement has come changing consumerist expectations: as Steven Feld describes: “the
phrase swept through the public sphere first and foremost signifying a global industry,
one focused on marketing danceable ethnicity and exotic alterity on the world pleasure
and commodity map.”6  World music has challenged the academy’s status as curator of
musical difference; performers, audiences and the music industry engage with musics in a
variety of ways, which are not always based in the concern for public interest that has
characterized ethnomusicology’s project.7  In response to the perception of an urgent
threat to local musical “difference,” ethnomusicology’s literature on globalization has
focused overwhelmingly on popular music and the “world music” industry. Scholarly
treatments have shown how music is especially transparent in manifesting the
“increasingly complicated pluralities, uneven experiences, and consolidated powers” that
characterize globalization at the beginning of the twenty-first century.8 The genre of
world music, moreover, “participates in shaping a kind of consumer-friendly multi-
culturalism, one that follows the market logic of expansion and consolidation.”9

Critical narratives have frequently cohered to narratives of anxiety over the cost

                                                  
5 Carla Pietevich, introduction, The Expanding Landscape: South Asians and the
Diaspora, ed. Carla Pietevich (Delhi: Manohar, 1999) 13.
6 Steven Feld, “A Sweet Lullaby for World Music,” Public Culture 12.1 (2000): 151.
7 Jeff Todd Titon, “Introduction: Music, the Public Interest, and the Practice of
Ethnomusicology,” Ethnomusicology 36.3 (1992): 315-322.
8 Feld, “A Sweet Lullaby” 146.
9 Feld, “A Sweet Lullaby” 168.
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of globalization, or celebratory narratives which seek to normalize it.10 A foundational
premise of this project, however, is that jazz poses a particularly fruitful perspective from
which to consider musical transculturalism. The shift in jazz’s status from popular music
to “art” music—a move that arguably began in the years following World War II but
accelerated through different channels and different aims through the 1980s and
1990s—places it in a uniquely liminal position. The canonization of jazz as “America’s
classical music,” and specifically one which speaks a language of resistance from its
African roots, challenges a ternary concept of “music” (Western classical music),
“popular music” and “world music.” Jazz’s marginal place in the music marketplace is
contrasted by its considerable cultural capital, as a symbol of national identities
(American, and increasingly, that of other nations), and as a music that speaks
increasingly to highly educated and upwardly mobile audiences. A study of jazz in
contact with Indian music, it follows, carries the potential to challenge existing narratives
which either valorize plurality, or decry the commodification of “difference.” Finally, as
Ingrid Monson has argued, jazz, and more generally the set of multilayered musical and
cultural practices it shares with other forms of African-American and African diasporic
music, introduces the possibility of new, specifically musical, models by which to
understand “multilayered intercultural syntheses, human agency and the role of musical
and social emergence” in many contexts.11

In this project, I seek to update the history of “Indian music and the West”
through examining the relationship between jazz and Karnatak music in its transcultural
context. Although fieldwork took place largely in India, this project is primarily
concerned with jazz. At heart, this project is an ethnography of the ways in which jazz
connects with Indian music and culture. As such, I seek to ground my discussions in the
frames of reference of individual performers, and in the multiple historical and
geographical contexts in which Indian music is constructed in jazz. The musical subjects
of my research are situated in the margins of the music industry: accordingly, the
products of the intersection of jazz and Karnatak music merit an analysis which considers
them apart from popular “world music” hybrids. Thus, one central question of this project
interrogates the persistent tropes of exoticism in jazz, and the function of jazz’s
marginality in upholding and resisting the market logic of globalization. The answers, as
I will elaborate in the following chapters, offer ample material for both anxious and
celebratory narratives.

The ambivalent status of jazz with respect to high culture makes some aspects of
the encounter between India and the West visible with particular clarity. The jazz
musicians I have interviewed in this project have largely come of professional age during
the rapid development of the world music industry, and report a general dissatisfaction
with the limited models of musical interculturalism it presents. They work from within a
deeply oral musical tradition that facilitates citation, mimesis and intertextuality on
multiple levels, and prioritizes the discovery and articulation of individual and collective

                                                  
10 Feld, “A Sweet Lullaby” 150-152.
11 Ingrid Monson, “Riffs, Repetition and Theories of Globalization,” Ethnomusicology
43.1 (1999): 61.
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voices in social performance. They approach interculturalism with an avowed desire for
deep and reciprocal musical engagement and with a sincere concern for economic parity.
These factors, along with an increased trend towards framing musical activity as discrete
“projects” which can be supported by private foundations and public agencies, creates
possibilities for mutually empowering, non-oppressive inter-cultural musical activity in
which, generally speaking, all participants are equally paid, properly credited and equally
celebrated. Thus a second main goal of this research is to examine the manner in which
jazz performance might serve to facilitate non-oppressive interactions across
asymmetrical power relations.

Central to this arrangement, however, is the formulation of both jazz and Karnatak music
as “classical” musics, which makes them eligible for forms of non-commercial patronage
that are rooted, to varying degrees, in colonial formulations of power and authority. A
consideration of the actions and interests of patrons, as well as the reception of certain
kinds of intercultural projects given by the jazz industry, reveals the outlines of an
anxious narrative. The performers I consider here are by now firmly established among
an international elite. Vijay Iyer and Rudresh Mahanthappa, in particular, are regularly
profiled in the New Yorker and the New York Times, and are leading figures in a new
movement dubbed by one Village Voice critic as “identity jazz,” 12 a form of avant-garde
jazz that is explicitly concerned with formulations of race and ethnicity.

Identity is a fairly recent concept that needs to be situated in time and place.
Christopher Shannon (2001) has traced the emergence of the term from developmental
psychologist Erik Erikson’s 1950 book Childhood and Society into the mainstream of
American intellectual discourse, where “the concept of identity provided the language for
a broader discourse on the self. To have an identity was to be a full, complete mature
person.”13 Timothy Taylor has argued that the current ubiquity of the term identity
reflects its status as a largely middle class project that gained momentum through the
latter half of the twentieth century through changing consumerist practices and the
forging of new alliances based on ethnicity.14 The concept of “identity jazz” speaks with
particular insistence to both the ubiquity of ‘identity’ in the first years of the twenty-first
century, and to the inseparability of the process of identity formation from middle class
consumerist culture. In this project, I use the term identity in a variety of contexts,
referring variously to national identities in the context of globalization, South Asian
identities in the context of India and its diaspora, African-American racial identities in
jazz, and the personal identities of performers aligned with various ethnic groups and
various jazz sub-genres. Particularly in the last example, the discourse of identity reflects
a privileged degree of cultural capital.

                                                  
12 Francis Davis, “Beyond the Melting Pot: Vijay Iyer and Rudresh Mahanthappa sure are
tough-minded—and also Indian Americans,” Village Voice 17 May 2005, 11 Feb. 2007
<http://www.villagevoice.com/music/0520,davis1,64045,22.html>.
13 Christipher Shannon, A World Made Safe for Differences: Cold War Intellectuals and
the Politics of Identity (Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield, 2001) xii.
14 Timothy Taylor, Beyond Exoticism: Western Music and the World (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2007) 120.
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Sustaining a career as a professional jazz performer also involves a significant
degree of cultural capital. The shift in structures of patronage—from music performed for
social events and entertainment to art music—have resulted in a sharp decrease in
opportunities to earn revenue from public performances. All of the performers I consider
in this project subsidize their performance careers through teaching music, and all but one
of the musical texts analyzed in this project were commissioned by private and state
foundations. The marginal economic impact of these performers’ music obviates
narratives of large-scale Western economic imperialism, and highlights the ambivalent
function of other forms of authority in the business of cultural production. By considering
questions of representation (Who gets funded? What kinds of projects get funded? Who
can afford to be a jazz musician?) and reception (Who gets reviewed in important
publications? Who performs in prestigious venues? Who merits a booking agent and a
record label?) I propose to outline the nature and function of new formulations of race,
ethnicity and social class as forms of authority in 21st century jazz. Thus, a third goal of
this research is to examine how jazz, especially in its construction as an internationalized
“art” music with an intellectual pedigree and a legacy of resistance, may function to
uphold market logic by creating not just consumer-friendly, but also intellectually- and
politically-friendly multi-culturalisms that appease the anxieties of an educated Western
elite.

This project is situated in a continuum of musical accounts, such as those by
Oliver (1988), Farrell (1997) Weidman (2006), that reappraise the period of Western
colonial hegemony in India by tracing a complex continuum of historical and musical
events over three centuries. Jazz has been given scant attention in these accounts: given
the recent emergence of South Asian diasporic performers in the jazz community, the
scarcity of critical treatments of jazz in the context of Indian music and the West, and the
relative marginalization of Karnatak music in the academic formulation of “Indian
music,” this dissertation is intended to lay the groundwork for future research. Jazz has
also been absent from musical studies of globalization: accounts emerging from the
disciplines of popular music studies and ethnomusicology have largely concerned with
narratives of appropriation in the context of commercial music. An account of
intercultural collaboration in the relatively economically marginalized context of jazz
performance carries the potential to obviate narratives of wide scale economic and
cultural appropriation. This dissertation could not possibly represent an exhaustive study
of the topics it raises. At heart, this dissertation is concerned with a project that Paul
Oliver described as “staking out … the landmarks” in the evolving relationship of Indian
music and the West.15 By introducing an awareness of the connection of Karnatak music
and jazz in the contexts of pedagogical, intercultural performance, and cultural
production in the Indian diaspora, I hope to open new sites of awareness for future
inquiry.

                                                  
15 Paul Oliver, “Introduction: Aspects of the South Asia/West Crossover,”Popular Music
7 (1988): 119.
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Following the example of Steven Feld’s mapping of representations of “pygmy”
music in various levels of the “world music” industry, 16 I seek to map the circulation of
South Indian classical music among communities of jazz performers in a particular
moment, corresponding to the first years of the twenty-first century, in which pervasive
concepts of globalization and identity interact to prompt the construction of “identity
jazz”. I explore the musical, social, and performative spaces in which intercultural
collaborations and transcultural hybrids take place, to illuminate the specific musical and
social practices, and political and social institutions, that support this activity. My study is
multi-sited and ethnohistorical in nature. I begin by examining jazz’s initial diffusion to
India as a popular music in the early decades of the twentieth century, to its
manifestations in American and European jazz in the decades following the Second
World War. I then examine the ways in which jazz and Karnatak music come into contact
in a range of current cultural contexts: in the context of European national jazz genres in
Ireland, in the context of European and American jazz pedagogy, and finally, in the
emergence of a community of Indian-American jazz performers based in New York City.

Such a multi-sited approach is mandated by the many locations in which jazz’s
connections to Indian music are produced. George Marcus described how multi-sited
fieldwork methodologies arose in anthropology in the 1970s and 1980s in response to the
manner in which globalization and diaspora transformed the locations of cultural
production. 17 Multi-sited ethnography:

Moves out from the single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic
research designs to examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and
identities in diffuse time-space … This mobile ethnography takes unexpected
trajectories in tracing a cultural formation across and within multiple sites of
activity that destabilize the distinction, for example, between lifeworld and
system, by which much ethnography has been conceived. 18

In this project, I combine insider ethnography – experience gained as a
professional jazz performer in New York City and various European cities, as a student
of Karnatak music in Chennai, India, and as a participant and observer in several jazz-
Karnatak collaborations—with musicological analysis of the products of these
collaborations. Perhaps as an inevitable consequence of this multi-sited approach, my
ethnography is somewhat thinner than I might desire. This is compensated, I hope, by the
depth of understanding I have gained in my ongoing work as a professional jazz

                                                  
16 Steven Feld, “A Sweet Lullaby ” 145-172; Steven Feld, “Notes on World Beat,” Public
Culture 1 (1998): 31-37; Steven Feld and Charles Keil, “From Schizophonia to
Schismogenisis: On the discourses and Commodification Practices of ‘World Music’ and
‘World Beat’,” Music Grooves (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994) 257-289;
Steven Feld, “Pygmy POP: A Genealogy of Schizophonic Mimesis,” Yearbook for
Traditional Music 28 (1996): 1-35.
17 George Marcus, “Ethnography In/Of the World: The Emergence of Multi-Sited
Ethnography,” Annual Review of Anthropology 24 (1995): 97.
18 Ibid., 96.
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performer.

My status as a peer provides me with an insider status and concomitantly
familiarity with, access to, and engagement with both the aesthetic and professional
features of the musical field. Although I consciously avoid inserting my own experiences
in these accounts, practical insights inevitably qualify my perspective as a scholar. My
own musical and professional understandings make both deliberate and invisible
contributions to my research. They shape the kinds of questions I ask and the manner in
which I illustrate their answers, and in some cases, my professional and ethnographic
experience has resulted in a decision to suspend treatment of relevant issues. My own
musical and professional understandings make both deliberate and invisible contributions
to my research. They shape the kinds of questions I ask and the manner in which I
illustrate their answers. In some cases, my professional and ethnographic experience has
resulted in a decision to suspend treatment of relevant issues. Such is the case with
gender, an issue that permeates all domains of music-making and is especially trenchant
in jazz, where girls and women make up a small minority of students, educators and
professional performers. My experience as a female jazz performer and jazz ethnographer
needs to be framed and discussed in this project. To do this, however, I would be required
to insert myself into the project to a degree that would substantially alter its focus.

The genesis and development of this project is closely linked to a set of
pragmatic, professional and personal concerns as a performer. I began violin studies in
1973 in Edmonton, North America’s northernmost metropolis. My mother saw music
lessons as one strategy by which she might promote her children’s progress from the
poverty of her childhood on a subsistence farm in rural Manitoba, to a comfortable and
secure middle-class urban life. As an adolescent, I became attached to performance as a
potent mechanism for self-articulation, but my parents and music teachers saw little
future for me as a professional performer. Independently, I pursued opportuities for
advanced training and undergraduate training, eventually securing a scholarship to study
viola at the Juillliard School in New York. I first encountered jazz as an adolescent,in the
midst of these struggles: jazz struck me as the sound of liberation, an experience common
to inhabitants of other geographic and political frontiers. As an undergraduate in New
York, I often frequented jazz clubs. I asked the musicians I met there for advice about
learning jazz, but most musicians advised me to ‘just listen’. I felt alienated from jazz
culture by virtue of my gender and instrument: there were few models for non-standard
instruments in jazz, and even fewer for young women. At Juilliard, I never felt as though
my position in the bastions of high art was secure. I felt distanced by virtue of my lower
class and ethnic origins from my wealthier and more cosmopolitan classmates. My
interests in improvisation further alienated me from administrators and teachers at
Juillliard. Upon graduation, I experienced the validation of my unusual path when I was
hired on a trial basis by a prominent jazz string quartet, but when two of the members
decided that they no longer wished to work with a woman, I became discouraged and quit
performing altogether.

At 25, while pursuing graduate studies in theoretical psychology at the University
of Calgary, I began performing as a side musician in a variety of commerical contexts to
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supplement my graduate stipend. Although I enjoyed the informality of working in
country and western bars, recording studios, and ersatz Irish pubs, I gradually became
dissatisfied with the lower performance standards and limited aesthetic range of my
work. I became aroused to the possibility of reviving my career as a jazz performer, and
began to acquire the conceptual and musical vocabulary to define where I wanted to
situate myself aesthetically. I knew, foremost, that I needed to insert myself in a larger
and more cosmopolitan musical community. My decision to enrol in a PhD program in
ethnomusicology was largely propelled by this directive. Academic stipends freed me
from the necessity to support myself through musical freelancing, allowed me to pursue a
rigorous course of independent jazz study, and gave me the financial security I needed to
release and tour three recordings and ultimately to establish a performing career in New
York City. My coursework gave me a conceptual vocabulary by which to appreciate and
understand the social and cultural forces that shaped my negative musical experiences.
My academic studies provided me with the means by which to accomplish greater social
and professional mobility, and a narrative by which to understand my struggle to attain it.

As a Ph.D. student, I had little experience of Indian classical music and a natural
skepticism for the various exoticisms in the Western gaze to India, but the prospect of
extended fieldwork in India appealed to me for a variety of pragmatic, professional and
personal reasons. India is the site of a great violin tradition, and a site of considerable
interest in jazz: in Indian music, I pereived possibilities for strengthening elements of
improvisation I was acquiring through my jazz practice. In engaging with the classical
tradition of Indian music, I sought to reconcile my background in Western classical music
and to mitigate my feelings of marginalization in jazz. In India, I imagined a community
of classical performers also struggling to develop a relationship to jazz. In Dr.
Subramanian, I hoped to find a “real” teacher, whose clear aim was to assist me towards
musical growth. Through travel, I hoped to detach myself from relative cultural isolation
of the Canadian prairies, and assume a place in the global musical community. Moreover,
I knew that teaching would form an important pillar of my professional life as a jazz
performer, and perceived a basic knowledge of Karnatak music as a valuable form of
professional currency.

My 2002 trip to India was a series of firsts: my first in-depth encounter with a
non-Western musical tradition, my first travel outside of the West, my first experience of
daily life as racially and culturally ‘different’ person, and my first experience of sexism
as a deeply embedded feature of daily life. It was also the first time I had travelled for the
sole purpose of enriching my musical knowledege and enhancing my creative and
professional potential. In subsequent fieldwork in 2003-2004, I often felt isolated and
alienated: some of this had to do with the experience of being a woman living alone in a
socially conservative Indian city. Some of this had to do with my ambivalent stance
towards my academic pursuits: my insecure status as a “performer” led me to frequently
polarize academic and professional approaches to music, privileging performance as a
means of engaging with music, and cutting me off from the support of a community of
people asking similar questions and encountering similar problems in similar places.
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I also encountered unexpected commonalities. I resonated with accounts of Indian
classical musicians who struggled to establish performing careers against the significant
pressures of their families to pursue more lucrative and respectable forms of employment.
In the narratives of performers who broke new ground within and outside their traditions,
I could better understand my own struggles to establish myself as a female performer on
a non-standard instrument. My experience living and working in India led me to consider
more closely the largely unspoken effects of gender, ethnicity and coloniality in my own
experience as the child of Polish and Ukrainian agricultural workers in a frontier land
strongly marked by the structures of British colonialism. I awakened to the complex and
multiple constructions of privilege, and could better understand the privileges I enjoyed,
and those I lacked. I approached my fieldwork with a naive belief in the potential of jazz
as a site to reconcile difference: I emerged confused by the resilience of difference and
the persistent constraints of tradition and authority. Gradually, through the process of
writing this dissertation and also as a result of the maturation of my own performing
career, my confusion has deepened into a more complex appreciation of the problems and
potentials of artistic expression as a means of addressing complex formulations of
tradition and change. Although these themes are investigated in any number of other
domains of cultural and intellectual inquiry, my status as a jazz performer has led me to
experience them as especially trenchant concerns: jazz is a site where difference is
negotiated.

The influence of my status as a performer is evidenced in my commitment,
marked throughout this dissertation, to musical narratives and musical analyses grounded
in musicians’ own perspectives. Recent scholarship in jazz has adopted what I might
characterize as an assertive approach to locating aspects of cultural theory in musicians’
discourse and performances. The abstract nature of the musical product, the relative lack
of emphasis given to musical texts, and the elusive temporal frame of improvisation can
sometimes facilitate the advancement of theory over musicians’ own perspectives.
Improvised music becomes a social screen upon which any number of theoretical
accounts can be projected. The anxious state of ethnicity and identity in Western society,
coupled with the economic marginalization of jazz performers, can function to highlight
formulations of identity over the highly relevant particularities of individual difference.
For this reason, I argue that a focus on musicians’ particular explanations of their
experience is especially important to this project, and that a multi-disciplinary approach
is necessary to locate broader themes in the context of performance, reception, and the
particulars of musicians’ lived experience.

The performer-as-scholar is a rare figure in jazz studies, but a familiar one in
ethnomusicology: the discipline’s strong departmental ties to music performance and
commitment to ethnographic methodologies has produced a number of scholars for
whom performance is an especially important aspect of musical research.19 As a
professional jazz performer I negotiate multiple frames of reference that occasionally

                                                  
19 The “classic” study of performer/ethnographer is Mellonee Burnim's, "Culture Bearer
and Tradition Bearer: An Ethnomusicologist's Research on Gospel Music,"
Ethnomusicology 29 (1985): 432-47.
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come into conflict. The term “music,” has been thoroughly problematized by
ethnomusicologists and others since the 1950s, and by now an understanding of the
manner in which music can influence thinking about culture is foundational to nearly
every discipline of musical studies (and a number of non-musical disciplines). But for
many performers, “music itself” endures as an adequate, even ideal, site for profound
explorations of broader social narratives. This is not to suggest that music and ideas about
music exist in opposition or in isolation, but to comment that the conversation between
musical performance and academic discourse about music is often lop-sided.

Performance, writes David Ake, creates new possibilities for scholarship, “ideally
joining the insights of a player writing about his [sic] experiences in music with those
opened by working through a variety of academic discourses.”20  In my experience, the
inverse is also true: scholarship has informed my musical practice, requiring me to think
deeply about my own professional, musical and personal identities. But full participation
in academic conversations about music requires a level of interest, education and
experience that is not shared equally among performers. The performers I consider here
take different stances in this conversation. For some, academic discourse has served as a
vital role in articulating a musical and personal identity. For others, academic discourse
serves a peripheral role, or no role at all, in their understandings. I comment on this
because I wish to highlight an awareness of the manner in which academic discourse
about music—for all its potentials—can seem to privilege certain kinds of musical works
and musical discourses, a problem that becomes apparent in the final case studies in this
dissertation.

I have structured the chapters of this dissertation so that broad theoretical and
historical narratives give way to case studies of contemporary representations of the
connections between jazz and Karnatak music. Chapter I situates jazz as an inherently
transcultural music, tracing jazz’s engagement with musical differences from its
inception, to the reception of its recent “canonization” in both American and European
contexts. I then survey musicological and ethnomusicological discussions about
globalization and transculturalism to show how neither musicological discourses about
exoticism or ethnomusicological discourses about world music are wholly adequate to the
complex representations of difference in jazz. Finally, I consider how race and ethnicity
interact with a relatively recent concern with identity in the specific context of the
representation of Indian music and culture in jazz.

Chapter II explores the historical relationships between jazz and Indian music and
culture. The material presented here joins a line of recent scholarship that has reappraised
the period of Western colonial hegemony in India by tracing a complex continuum of
historical and musical events over three centuries. These accounts have tended to
overlook jazz, or to deal with it in a somewhat cursory manner. Here, I present a more
detailed history of the performance of jazz in India, by Indian musicians, in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. I then address the history of the representation of Indian music
and culture by American and European jazz performers to challenge existing accounts in
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jazz studies that have tended to valorize the accomplishments of “great men” in
developing transcultural “fusions” of jazz and Indian music.

Chapters III and IV develop an anatomy of the transcultural connections between
jazz and Karnatak music through analyses of case studies from two loose groups of
performers. Among the first group are various Europeans and Americans who follow as
they perform and prepare to perform with Karnatak musicians in India and Europe.
Forming the second group are jazz performers who were born in India or in the United
States to Indian parents, and who make their careers in New York City’s jazz scene. In
Chapter III I present a detailed account of a bilateral academic exchange I coordinated
between the Jazz and Contemporary Music program at New School University in New
York City, and the Brhaddhvani Research and Training Centre for Musics of the World
in Chennai (December 2003-January 2004). Touching on the sphrere of “applied
ethnomusicology,” 21  this report documents the first bilateral exchange between a
postsecondary jazz program, and illustrates the problems and potentials of intercultural
collaboration in the context of music pedagogy.

In Chapter IV I examine the Irish jazz/traditional group Khanda’s collaboration
with percussionist Ramesh Shotham and T. A. S. Mani and R. A. Ramamani Karnataka
College of Percussion. A detailed musicological analysis of Five Cities, a suite written by
Khanda bassist and bandleader Ronan Guilfoyle, illustrates both the written and
unwritten musical structures that make possible a conversation among three musical
languages. Chapter V analyzes representations of Karnatak music in the work of three
Indian-American jazz musicians: pianist Vijay Iyer, saxophonist Rudresh Mahanthappa,
and percussionist Ravish Momin. Each of these performers has adopted a different stance
with respect to the politics of representation of musical—and racial, ethnic, and
cultural—difference. An account of their music and musical discourse complicates jazz
studies’ enduring disciplinary divisions that bifurcate black and white racial identities and
aesthetics, European and American jazz cultures, and “experimental” and “canonic”
performative practices. By connecting musicological analysis to musicians’ discourse,
and music and musical discourse to the larger cultural and historical contexts in which
these performers are heard, I open questions about the interaction of ethnicity, social
class, identity and aesthetics as they intersect in musical globalization.

Throughout this study, I touch on four central themes: the historic status and
function of Indian music in Western popular and high culture; the impact of new forms of
patronage for jazz in sustaining new formulations of ethnic and national identities; the
function of music pedagogy as a site both for inventing and preserving tradition; and the
function of jazz as a site for articulating new formulations of South Asian identity in the
diaspora. I connect these broad, suprapersonal narratives to the lived experiences of
performers. This should permit me to connect complex themes of colonialism,
nationalism, transnationalism and globalization to the day-by-day and year-by-year
decisions faced by musicians in the pursuit of creative expression and professional
development, the products of which form the subject matter of this project.
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